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By T-bob Daugherty
Less than a week after his term expired
as Grand Wazoo, Rob Kolacny broke
ground for the future Wazidential library
at Wharton County Junior College. The
three foot long shelf will be the complete
repository of the Red Kneck’s 365 glorious
days as Wazoo of the Foam Rangers. All
documents from Kolacny’s term as Wazoo,
Secondary Fermenter and Dixie Cup Coordinator will be preserved for posterity. In
addition a special building will protect
from the elements his BUV (Brewing Utility Vehicle) and his garage. The cost of
the building will be covered by increasing
Foam Ranger dues to a modest $10,000
per year ($15,000 for family).
Rookie Brewsletter Editor Emil Campos
came up with the idea. He elaborated on
(Continued on Page 9)

Ground breaking ceremony of Kolacny
Wazidential library

Out (of) The Wazoo
By Grand
Wazoo
“Titanic” Whaa
Bob Daugherty

Me as Grand Wazoo? Is this some kind
of Shakespearian tragedy or comedy or
even some kind of sci-fi story? All I can
say is that I never would have imagined it
eight years ago, when giving in to Steve
Moore’s pleas; I attended my first Dixie
Cup. There I was introduced to barleywine
(Old Foghorn…Bigfoot came later) and,
after having too much of it, Bev “Skirtboy”

Blackwood. I actually brought a book (on
the “Chunnel”) to it to read because I did
not think I would have anything in common with what had to be “beer geeks.” I
could not have been more wrong! I now
consider the folks I have met not just “beer
friends” but close friends. Much of my life
is now built around get togethers with you
folks and I am better for knowing you all.
The club has brought me many happy
memories (and many more which I WISH
I could remember). I thank you guys for
the trusting me to wear the Fez this year.
Now what do I plan to try to accomplish
during my Wazooship?
My first goal is to get more of our new
members brewing and semi-retired members brewing again. We have some great
(Continued on Page 11)
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Well, another year has gone by and
another Secondary Fermenter has matured into the new Grand Wazoo and
he has pushed this old Wazoo into
some future Brewsletter history column. I will miss my year as being the
“Most Powerful Man in Homebrewing”. I had a great time and got to work
with some wonderful people. Thank
you for letting me be your Grand Wazoo and thanks to everyone who helped
make my year so special.
To button up my time as Wazoo, I
spent some time thinking about all the
fun and memories we had, so as I fade
into the sunset, let me leave you with a
little something I like to call the Wazidential Top Ten Memories from my
Year as Grand Wazoo:
10
Foam Rangers take in the
‘Beerfest’ movie – The movie was
funny as hell and watching it with 20 of
your closest beer buddies made it even
greater! The Alamo Draft House had a
little promotional competition set up in
the theater and we took it in before the
show. To get to stage one, you had to
correctly answer and beer trivia question. Of the 10 spaces available for this,
7 were filled by Foam Rangers! We
know our beer trivia – we could have
easily had all 10 spots, but we let the
rest of the crowd have a shot.
9
Steve Moore blows brats –
Steve Moore and I were among those
who reached the first stage. The second
stage of the competition was a
bratwurst eating contest. The 5 who
could eat the most brats in 2 mins advanced to the third stage. I advanced to
the third stage but it wasn’t easy –
Steve sat next to me and couldn’t keep
the brats down. I don’t know how I

managed to finish any food with Steve
puking the whole time!
8
The First Annual Backwoods Beer Festival aka “The
Campout” – everyone who showed up
to this event had a blast! Lots of great
beer (homebrew and commercial),
food, fellowship, etc. There was a cool
raffle too. I brought my kids and they
were well entertained. Sounds like the
Second Annual Campout will be the
same weekend as last year, at the same
place. You have to go to this one!
7
The Third Annual Redd
Kneck Homebrewing Symposium
– for the past two years, I have invited
a group of brewers to my house, in
Wharton, TX for a brewin. This year, I
invited the whole club. It turned out to
not be the best weekend to have it, but
we had a nice turnout anyway and had
a lot of fun. Look for your invite to the
fourth one some time in the future.
6
The Club Brewins – I’ve got
a lot of great memories from the Brewins. The top two would have to be the
first one and the Steve Moore did. Way
back in January, 2006, as Grand Wazoo, I hosted the first Club Brewin of
the year as a way of kicking off the New
Year right – by brewing! I think I did
an American Brown and it turned out
OK, but we had so much fun that afternoon. I brewed, and Chef Emil BBQ’d
for us on the grill – I remember lots of
barley-wine too! For Steve Moore’s
brewin he needed some help getting his
‘Brew Monkey’ to Defalco’s. You see, it
won’t fit in a Miata… After a great brew
day, everything was packed away in the
S.U.B. when I noticed one last cooler
had slipped by us. Ed Moore had
stopped by earlier to deliver some special homebrew he had muled back from
Atlanta from Colby Sheridan. As we
were exiting the freeway near Steve’s
house, we noticed a hissing sound – it
was the propane bottle leaking propane
into the cabin! All the windows went
down and all of a sudden, finding a
(Continued page 10)
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I’m stout about Harry
Secondary
Fermenter
Scott Dewalt
My first month as
the Foam Ranger
Secondary and I find
I’ve big shoes to fill.
T-Bob has done such
and incredible job as
Secondary over the last
year it will be very hard indeed to follow in
the manner and dedication that he brought
to the position. So first I’d like to thank TBob for the help during this transition and
his tireless work to bring new and interesting beers for us to try during our monthly
meetings.

Robust porters have more grain (higher OG
than browns), more roast and more hops.
Luck has it our water in the Houston area is
well-suited for the porter style. Hard water
in the Houston area lends itself well to this
darker style. The roasted and toasted
grains help keep the pH of our alkaline water in check and the moderate suflates bring
out hop character. To brew a nice porter,
one needs only to remove the chlorine or
chloramines from the municipal water supply. Further water treatment is not needed.
Now that you have the water, what about
ingredients? Well, are you going to make a
brown, robust or Baltic porter? Let us look
at the ale varieties of porter first (brown
and robust).

Often called the “Father of Stout”, this style
is well documented and widely known. For
those interested, Ray Daniels, in his excellent Designing Great Beers, has several interesting pages detailing the rise and fall of
the style.

If you are thinking, brown porter must be
brown, you’re well on your way to getting a
gold star. Often brown with ruby highlights or near black, the roasted grains can
give the head, usually one with persistence,
a tan tint. Smell that? You are smelling
roast and hints of chocolate. The typically
British ale strains used can leave some
fruity esters but, as bad as it sounds, hops
are not something you should smell. Now
taste. Ahh. That’s some roast (not too
much!), toffee, nutty, biscuit maybe even
licorice flavors all wrapped up with an often
creamy mouth feel.

Want to make a porter for competition?
Bring your best game. These are typically
heavily entered as homebrewers seem to
love the style. During Dixie Cup XXIII
(2006) there were sixty-nine porter entries
(brown – 13, robust – 39, Baltic – 9).

Now throw that idea out and think of a real
porter – a robust porter. Why is robust a
better porter? Because it has more – more
grain, more hops and more alcohol. Keep
in mind the roast should stop short of that
for a stout (more on those later).

With the advent of the 2004 BJCP style
guidelines, porters have been broken up
into three distinct subcategories: brown,
robust and Baltic.

Baltic porter is an odd-ball and underappreciated (and underbrewed!) style in the
category. This is generally considered a lager but a very good ale version of the Baltic
porter can be made. For the low-down on
this brew, check out BYO Magazine (December, 2004). In an article written by our
very own Mike Heniff, the Baltic porter
style was explored and several homebrewed
iterations were tasted and judged by fellow
Foam Rangers. Here’s Mike’s recipe from
the article:

Now on to the Beer(s) of the Month! January brings us two delectable offerings: porters and stouts.

Porters

The distinction between brown and robust
is a tenuous one based upon the perceived
roastiness and the amount of hop bitterness. Brown porters will generally have less
roastiness and less bitterness. They may be
quite chocolaty but some roast should be
evident.

(Continued on page 12)
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Beer of the Month
Calendar
January 19th
Porter & Stout
February 16th
Barleywine & Holiday
Beer
March 9th
Belgian Ales & Lambics
April 20th
Brown, Old, Scotch, Irish
May 18th
Bocks, Dark Lagers,
Dunkel
June 15th
Wheat, Wit, Fruit & Rye
July 20th
Light Lagers & Ales
August 17th
Pale Ale, Bitter & Steam
September 21st
Octoberfest & Smoked
October
Dixie Cup
November 16th
I.P.A. & Ambers
December
Homebrewer’s Xmas
Party
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Heart of Stout Darkness
make something good. Why not instead de-glaze
that pan you cooked your steak in with a dry Irish
stout, scraping up the fond or what laymen call the
meaty bits and finishing with beef stock and a pat of
cold butter. No matter what have an American stout
like North Coast Old #38 with that steak or burger it
will surely please the palate.

The Tipsy
Kitchen
Emil Campos

Mmmm...stouts. Nothing like that mouth watering cascade of an Irish stout, the Belgian lace that
leaves the delicate patina on our glass as we take
each sip. To the novice beer drinker the black beers
we call stouts seem heavy and filling. When in actuality many, like the Dry Irish stout are light in alcohol without significant increase in calories to the average Pale Ale or IPA. While most beer drinkers
don’t think of sitting down with a creamy stout with
dinner, this tipsy chef can think of none better.
To me stout has many great memories of food pairings. The first and most historical is that of oysters
and stout. The English have a long tradition of going
to Oyster houses slurping those slimy mollusks while
imbibing any number of stouts that were prevalent
in the last two hundred years. When I was a member of the Bay Area Mashers in Berkley CA., we
would have a Spring Abalone and Oyster slurp party
to which we would purchase and consume up to four
hundred oysters in the afternoon with our favorite
hot sauces. This chefs favorite is the grilled oyster.
One has to simply shuck the oyster, keeping it on the
half shell and gently placing it on an open grill. Next
pour your favorite stout, mine being a foreign extra
or better yet Rasputin’s Imperial stout on the half
shell. For the next few minutes the wonderful briny
liquor of the oyster cooks with the stout making
making a delectable morsel of seafood goodness.
Add your favorite hot sauce and you are in heaven.
My second pairing is very simple, steak and stout.
My enophile friends (wine geeks) would have you
believe that a cabernet sauvignon is the only answer
to a big juicy rib-eye in a rich pan sauce. Certainly if
you de-glaze with a grape based fermentable you
Page 4

Lastly many Foam Rangers know about sweets and
stouts. The Fred Tastings in the past have paired
primarily chocolates and stouts. We have had fudge
(with and without cayenne), cake, fine truffles and
even stout ice cream floats. My personal favorite
was a culinary school assignment by my advanced
Baking and Pastry chef. The assignment was to
make a plated dessert with multiple elements. Being
a home brewer in culinary school I was trying to get
beer into every food I cooked. I came up with the
idea of a beer lovers dessert. First I made a chocolate
stout cake using Youngs Double chocolate for the
cake and Old Rasputin’s Imperial Stout for the icing.
Next I made a Guinness ice cream from a reduction
of canned Guinness draft, vanilla bean, sugar, and
half and half. When I turned in the assignment for
critique I sliced my stout cake with imperial stout
icing covered it in powdered sugar. I then topped the
dessert with toasted pecans and drizzled the plate
with warm caramel. All of this was served with a
Beamish dry Irish stout in a pint glass. The chef instructor was happily surprised that part of the experience involved drinking beer. I was pleasantly surprised at the “A” I got for the assignment.
Happy drinking and eating.

Beer Lovers Dessert. Stout cake, Guinness ice cream,
roasted pecans and warm caramel served with a pint of
Beamish stout (not pictured).
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You Read Doak or Doak Smash!

The Scrivener
Doak Proctor
Welcome back, Rangers! I hope
everyone enjoyed your holidays. It’s
been no rest for the Foamies, though,
so let me give you the skinny on what’s
gone down in the realm for the last
couple of months.
First off, Was Waz Red-czech staged
2006’s final brew-in before he gave up
The Fez, working up a Vienna. Professional pivo politician, Was Waz/Czar
Emo and I popped a few tops and admired his skill with the mash rake.
Later on, the Honorable T-Bob and
First Lady Nanette stopped by with additional supplies. It was a nice, low key
day for brewing, and that gave us the
chance to meet a few interested onlookers and a good fellow named Louis (I
hope, now that I’m on record) who
hung around for the whole show.
Just after that came the Homebrewer’s
Christmas Party, graciously hosted by
and at the Saint Arnold Brewery. You’ll
have to ask someone else about that
one, though, cuz I wasn’t there. I hear
they managed to have fun without me,
though (but just barely).

January 2007

Since I have the space this month, allow
me to compliment my illustrious Editor
on his fine taste in byline photographs.
It’s a beauty, eh?

Foam Ranger Events

After ringing in the New Year, newly
Fezzed T-Bob and his crack cabinet
convened to talk a little ‘bidness at the
Richmond Arms before the Second
(a.k.a., “First”) Sunday get-together got
underway. We enjoyed a good crowd at
both the officers’ meeting and the following party, and we were honored by a
contingent of KGBers who came down
to bend a few elbows with us, led by
Czar Moore. The Celebration and St. A
Winter Stout were flowing, and we took
full advantage of both. Bev Blackwood,
always the Mad Scientist at the taps,
was good enough to let us in on his
3:1::Stout:Elissa concoction that certainly piqued my interest. After enjoying a couple brews and most of T-Bob’s
chips, Bev, Sean Lamb, Steve Moore,
Editor Emil, Secondary Dewalt, T-Bob
and a host of others deeply discussed
the good dive bars in Houston in the
hopes that we might wind up with a
Dive Crawl later on. True to form,
though, we also had our share of those
interesting, useless, and weird-ass conversations about any number and spectrum of things (better known as “morphozations”). At the time I had to
leave, I had just morphersed (that’s the
verb form, y’know) briefly with Bev,
Sean, and Steve about Dark Shadows,
The Andromeda Strain, genetic engineering, colonizing planets, omnipotence, and boobs. Whoever said that
homebrewers were geeks obviously
didn’t know the first thing about homebrewers.

19th
Club Meeting Defalco’s
Stouts

By the way, at last report, Bev hadn’t
named that Winter Stout & Elissa
combo, so feel free to barrage him with
your suggestions. He loves that.
On a final note, I’m blessed with the
honor and privilege of planning this
year’s Dixie Cup. Those of you who
want to get in on this noble endeavor,
just give me a holler. Until then . . . .
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22nd
Deadline
Meadlennium
Entries
23rd
Breckenridge
Brewery tasting
27th
Meadlennium
Competition
Mississippi
Mash-Out!

February
4th
Super Bowl
XLI
8th
Club only AHA
Entries due
10th
Brew-in
Defalco’s
11th
First Sunday
Officers/gathering
BJ’s WillowBrook
12th
Bluebonnet Entries
Accepted
16th
Club meeting
Barley Wines
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Beer on the Street
Retail
Correspondent
Brad Petit
Just who’s calling the
shots around here anyway?
In recent months we’ve
seen an influx of new
products hit the Texas beer market, but I have to
wonder: did anyone ask for these beers to be brought
in or is the decision being made for us?
The issue of beer availability has always been a tricky
one in Texas. The TABC seems positively uninterested
in the health of the craft beer movement in its jurisdiction, to the point where excessive red tape and bureaucratic hassles often keep out-of-state (or out-ofcountry) brewers from bringing in products that both
they and the consumer would love to see here.
The result is that an extra amount of the legwork is
frequently picked up by an importer or distributor
working, effectively, from an already-truncated list of
“Texas-eligible” products, some of which just might
not happen to be the best fits for the market anyway.
But in an atmosphere and consumer culture that has
developed something of a take-what-we-can-get attitude, the suppliers aren’t always going to lose much
sleep on the front end over whether their new offerings are really going to be just what we beer drinkers
have been waiting for.
There are now approximately 37 varieties of Chapeau
Lambic products currently occupying shelf space at a
beer store near you. Not far you will find worldfamous German brand Flensburger. You may have
also noticed a moderate push being made in stores
and bars on behalf of Turkish “Pilsner” Effes. I don’t
know about you, but I’m always on the lookout for another light lager from a country where I had previously thought alcohol consumption was punishable by
public flogging. And of course, there are the Belgians
from De Block and Sterkens.
Did I miss the Foam Rangers meeting where we
signed the petition demanding these products be
brought into the Lone Star state? Excited as I am, I’m
still waiting on my Rheingold.
Ordinarily I would welcome any and all new arrivals
to the market as signs of progress if nothing else. Indeed, the landing of the Shelton Brothers-imported
Page 8

Ridgeway Christmas beers signals, perhaps, that some
superior SB products could be on the way: Kulmbacher, Drei Fonteinen, Achel, Cantillon, Jenlain,
anyone? On the other hand, consider that tepid sales
of products that have recently been dumped into the
market could well make retailers wary of future offerings, even if those come with much better prospects
from the onset that did their forebears. What store
owner is going to want to devote his capital -- and not
to mention increasingly diminishing shelf space -- to a
Rodenbach or a New Glarus Wisconsin Red when he’s
still got bottles of Chapeau Rhubarb collecting dust?
Some breweries are finding out that the best way to
crack new markets or muscle their way into new grocery stores is to get on board (in bed?) with the most
muscle-bound “beer” company in all the land. Redhook discovered this years ago. It’s the beer equivalent of Johnny Damon signing with the Yankees. Sure,
he’s still Johnny Damon, but he cut his hair, shaved
his beard, he’s getting old, and now he’s part of the
Evil Empire. The end of 2006 saw the arrival of Widmer Brothers (39.5% A-B-possessed and 100% A-Bdistributed) beers to Texas, thereby answering the
prayers of the three people in this state who were dying for another boring American-style “Hefeweizen.”
In a nod to the more savvy Texas beer drinkers, A-B
threw in Widmer’s uninspiring Broken Halo IPA. Add
to all that A-B’s in-house line of “craft beer” including
Bare Knuckle Stout, Stone Mill Pale Ale and Wild Hop
Lager (watch out, that one’s wild!), and you’ll agree
that August Busch XIV has effectively cemented himself alongside the likes of Ken Grossman, Jim Koch,
and Fritz Maytag as one of America’s true craft beer
icons and pioneers. Actually, if he truly wanted to
merit such status, he’d capitalize on Widmer Brother’s
minority stake in Goose Island and get some Bourbon
County Stout or Imperial IPA headed our way. I won’t
hold my breath...
By the way, I apologize if I offended anyone with my
Turkey remark. Please consider it a “botched joke.”
Until next time, stay in school kids, or else you’ll get
shipped off to Iraq!

Pay your Dues
Now!
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(Library from Page 1)

the library’s need for this reporter, “With the world,
and the BU, increasingly going electronic I thought it
mandatory that we have some place to secure hard
copies of all Ranger documents. I mean, what would
happen if Houston got hit by an EMP [Electro Magnetic Pulse]? These significant cultural documents
would be lost to future generations, FOREVER! The
only solution was a secure location and Wharton JuCo
is that place!”
Initially it was hoped that Kolacny’s alma mater, the
University of Texas at Austin, would express interest in
building the Wazidential Library. However, it could
not raise the $1 minimum bid to win the library.
When other UT campuses failed to express interest,
the sixty year old Wharton Country Junior College
agreed, in exchange for a box of recycled paper, to allow the library to be located there. Its two demands
were that funds could be raised independent of the college and that the library would not impede traffic on
Boling Highway.
Kolacny put the best face on the location, “Damn it’s
only like four miles from my house! I didn’t want to
drive to Austin anyway (especially after they lost to
A&M this year!)”
January 2007

The library will be a virtual treasure trove of Breweriana. It will house in a bomb proof safe all of Kolacny’s
Foam Ranger related documents including rough and
final drafts of all “Out (of) the Wazoo” articles, his Star
Wars themed Secondary articles (considered masterpieces in Beer Literature by many), his award winning
beer recipes such as his Cherry Pie wheat beer and his
Drunk Monk Challenge winning Aurora Amber Ale,
his three Bluebonnet Steins, fifty plus ribbons and
dozens of medals, pictures from his many Red Kneck
Brewing Symposiums and all correspondence relating
to two of the most successful Dixie Cups ever, Sparge
Wars( Return of the Fredi) and Fredopoly. In addition
all extant samples of his award winning brews will be
kept near absolute zero for generations to come.
Kolacny remarked, “Brings new meaning to the term
Eisbock!” Unfortunately, all examples of his outstanding “Stronger Than Superman, Batman and the Incredible Hulk” barleywine had been consumed by
Rangers.
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(Top Ten from page 2)

palace to pull over was the top priority. As I made a
hard left under the freeway, Ed Moore’s cooler, which
had been on top of mine, right behind the front passenger seat, went right out the open window! When I
looked back, all I saw was Ed’s cooler and Colby’s
homebrew rolling around all over the road! And we
still had to pull over somewhere to stop the bottle.
Needless to say, we didn’t go back…
5
Celtic Brewoff /BBBB – on an early morning in June, Jimmy Paige, Carl Hlavinka and I drove
up to Arlington to attend the Texas Scottish Festival.
We were there for the Celtic Brewoff awards ceremony, held by the Knights of the Brown Bottle
Homebrew Club. It was great! We got to visit with old
friends and make lots of new ones and had an allround kick ass time – and that was what made the
long round-trip worth it. We couldn’t stay over night
because we had to be back the next day to help judge
the BBBB entries. We had a good time there too, as
usual, and the Foam Rangers shared in the side-bet
competition for the first time in a long time – a keg of
St. Arnolds beer for the club with the most entries advancing to second round. The J&J Brew Crew topped
all Foam Rangers at both events, helping us win both
Lone Star Circuit competitions. The only letdown I
had had was: as Grand Wazoo, I was supposed to be
on the BBBB BOS panel. I busted ass to get there, but
wasn’t invited to the table. Maybe one of my entries
was in the flight, but my scoresheets would tell a different story…
4
First Annual Alamo City Cerveza Fest,
San Antonio, TX – The SAAZ and Bexar Brewers,
of San Antonio decided to join in on all the fun of
hosting a homebrew competition and they hit one out
of the park on their very first try! Joey Villarreal, of
Blue Star Brewing Co. hosted the competition in the
party room at the restaurant, just past the brewery.
Tim Schwartz, head brewer at Real Ale was the
speaker and we got the scoop on the progress of the
new brewery. I got to meet some great people and
made lots of friends that weekend. Stay tuned for information on the full scale brewing of Mike Heniff’s
Cerveza Fest BOS beer at the Blue Star brewery and
for the second annual event.

2
Foam Rangers win Twentieth Annual
Bluebonnet Brew-off! – back in March, we won
the Bluebonnet Cup for the 4th time in the last 5 years
and we did it Boldly! We have been told that our table
had more fun at the awards ceremony than any other
table – and that was before the ceremony even
started! With the ‘Monkey’ at our table, we couldn’t
loose. We walked away with more raffle prizes and
medals than any other club. I bested my personal high
water mark at Bluebonnet by winning two steins this
year – one got 3rd Best of Show, and the other took
Best of Show! As a result, my story and winning BOS
recipe was published in both the Southwest Brewing
News and Zymurgy Magazine! How’s that for a great
memory?
1
Foam Rangers win Dixie Cup XXIII!!! –
We Foam Rangers have a long run of winning the
Dixie Cup, and I was proud to see that tradition continue! All the other wins are meaningless if you can’t
keep your own trophy and we ran away with it this
year! Mike Heniff once again topped us all and won
the Templeton Award, but my best memory of Dixie
Cup XXIII was winning 1st Place in American Barleywine with my ‘Oobie Doobie’ clone named, ‘More
Powerful than Superman, Batman, Spiderman and
the Incredible Hulk Combined’. That’s my first ever
award for a barleywine, so what a way to finally win
one.
Last year, I was fussed at for hoisting the Dixie Cup
over my head in victory shortly after the Club secured
it. This year, I was no where to be found when that
honor came. Instead, I was in the Anheiser-Busch
production facility, where the production lines were
very long that night. When I got back, I had to ask if
we won!

3
The Club Meetings, especially the first
three – Stouts & Porter, Barleywine & Holiday Ales,
and Belgians & Fruit beers. Those are the meetings
you pay dues for! The other meetings weren’t too
shabby either, but the first three! T-Bob did an awesome job compiling the line-ups for the meetings –
and took a pretty good shot at the checking account!
If you missed any of those meetings, you really need
to invest in some sort of time machine and return to
that better time because I don’t know if we’ll ever see
anything like it again! Now that’s a Blowout!!!
Page 10
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(Wazoo from page 1)

brewers who have “retired” that I want to brew again
(YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE!) Many of you are/
were role models for us relative newbies. With the
trade of E Mo to the KGB (and this time we didn’t
even a case of barleywine!), it is going to be much
harder to stay the best homebrew club…IN THE
WORLD! We will need ALL OF YOU TO BREW!
I would also like to get more people volunteering to
help for club activities. Many of the “old timers” are,
to be honest, getting burned out. Frequently it seems
like it is the same dozen or so Rangers who turn up to
judge, organize events, and to do Brew-ins. We are a
club of over a hundred and I will call on many of you
to help. I know many just have to be asked and, you
can be assured, I will ask, maybe even beg! Our
Brewsletter editor “Chef” Emil will showcase selected
volunteers for recognition in the Brewsletter.
I would also like to add to, as well as diversify, our
membership. Recently we have been fortunate
enough to get more of the fairer sex (i.e. Ladies) attending our meetings. I hope we can continue to attract even more and keep the ones who have been
gracing us with their attendance. Make them feel welcome and treat ‘em right. I hope we can get more
visibility at DeFalco’s and to do so a recruiting poster
will soon go up there. However, your word o’ mouth
is the best advertisement! Foam Ranger info cards
will be available on DeFalco’s counters that I hope
you will pick up, keep in your wallet and pass out to
friends, work colleagues and acquaintances that express an interest in fine beer. Try at least once this
year to bring a friend (or significant other) to a meeting. If you are an “old timer” and know any former
Rangers out there try to bring a former Ranger or
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more to a meeting. There are many “Legends of
Homebrew” we all would like to meet!
I also would like us to have many more certified BJCP
judges. I know we already have more than many
clubs but we could use more. Jonathan Goudy of the
KGB is offering what I’m sure will be an excellent
course in the Spring area beginning January 13th. In
addition, we hope to offer again Mike “Beeriac”
Heniff’s class again this summer. I know many of
you have probably think you have forgotten more
about beer than many certified judges will ever know.
However, there is something about the discipline of
studying for the test and learning about all styles that
the BJCP offers that is hard to get without taking the
test and earning certification. I hope we can get more
Rangers to take either of the classes, gain certification, or earn a higher rank.
I hope I can continue the tradition of Was Waz Rob
Kolacny making our meetings fun and the business
part relatively short. We will have important announcements to make and hopefully we will have
everyone’s attention.
Rob (and Competition Coordinator Scott Dewalt)
presided over a year during which the Rangers won
all of the Lone Star Circuit competitions. To continue
to do this we will need more members to brew AND
more important to enter their beers in these competitions. We will keep you all informed of competitions
by e-mails and by updating the Ranger calendar frequently. Also your officers will try our best to help
you enter your beers in the proper categories by having tasting sessions before entry deadlines. We will
help get your beer to those competitions by driving
(continued on page 12)
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‘em there or packing and shipping ‘em. Medals at
competitions remind other clubs that we are the best
homebrew club…IN THE WORLD! We want to keep
the both the Bluebonnet Dixie Cup trophies here in
Houston don’t we? To do so you must brew and enter! I’m going to try to attend as many events as possible, represent the club, and pledge to pick up your
medals if you can’t there yourself!
I also am pleased to announce that we will, along
with other Houston clubs, be having the Second Annual Camp Out. The date will be March31-April 2nd
and the location will be the same (near LaGrange, a
hahaha!) My wife and I attended last year and it was
a blast. Great food, activities, beer, and people! This
event will be family friendly and a great time will be
had by all that attend. We will have sign up information at our upcoming meeting. Please sign up!
On a less pleasant note we are going to decrease the
number of beers served at our monthly meetings and
end meetings earlier for a couple of reasons. Our
meetings last year sometimes did not end until three
friggin’AM. After clean up Scott Birdwell, the West’s
(Secondary from page 3)

Batch #81 Baltic Porter
by Mike Heniff
(5 gallons, extract with steeping grains)
OG: 1.085 FG: 1.018 IBU: 45
Ingredients:
8.33 lbs. Light dry malt extract
0.87 lbs. German medium CaraMunich (45 L)
0.43 lbs. German dark CaraMunich (60 L)
0.25 lbs. Chocolate malt
0.67 lbs. Carafa II Special malt
0.25 lbs. CaraPils malt
14 AAU German Perle hops (60 min) (1.75 oz of 8.0% alpha acids)
1.4 AAU of Hallertauer Hershbrucker hops (10 min) (0.43 oz of
3.3% alpha acids)
0.7 AAU of Hallertauer Hershbrucker hops (3 min) (0.22 oz of
3.3% alpha
acids)
White Labs WLP029 German Ale/Kolsch Yeast fermented at 62 F

Step by Step: Steep grains at 155 F in 5 gallons of water for 30 minutes. Remove and rinse grains with 1
gallon of 165 F water. Bring to boil, remove heat, and
add extract. Bring to a boil for 75 minutes, add hops
per schedule, chill, and ferment.
Copied from BYO, Brewing Baltic Porter, Michael
Heniff, December 2004
Porter Statistics
Brown Porter
Stats: OG 1.040-1.052 FG 1.008-1.014 IBUs 18-35
SRM 20-30 ABV 4-5.4%

(who always stayed to help), Sean “Beer taxi” Lamb,
my wife and I often did not get home until four or
later! I didn’t have to work the next morning but ‘Da
Birdman has a shop to run and a family to see. We
can’t take advantage of his generosity. The late departures also meant members got out at the same time as
all the amateur drunks when the bars closed and the
cops were most vigilant. I do not want anything to
happen to any of you folks 'cuz. “I love y’all man!” On
the bright side our Secondary Fermenter Scott DeWalt will eliminate some of the swill I brought, and
with your help serve more homebrew and beers unavailable in these parts. Please bring homebrew and
will recognize you.
The Foam Ranges are, wait for it, the best homebrew
club…IN THE WORLD. It’s a pity that the American
Homebrewing Association has not recognized that
fact but all Rangers know it! Let me know what I can
do to keep it so but to keep that tradition going I will
also need your help. Attend our meetings and events,
volunteer to help, brew, brew, brew (and enter!) See
ya at the meeting!

Robust Porter
Stats: OG 1.048-1.065 FG 1.012-1.016 IBUs 25-50+
SRM 22-35+ ABV 4.8%-6%
Baltic Porter
Stats: OG 1.060-1.090 FG 1.016-1.024 IBUs 20-40
SRM 17-30 ABV 5.5-9.5%
Stouts
With the patenting of the cylindrical roasting drum by
Daniel Wheeler in 1817, the state was set for the rise
of Stout. Until that time, Porter was the dominate
style; however, attempts to create a darker brew were
often foiled as the toasting process of the day (toasting over and open flame) burned the grain. Wheeler
invented a drum where heated air could be piped in
while the malt tumbled and was periodically whetted
with a cooling mist of water. This process allowed the
creation of darker roasts of malt without the scorching from the open flames.
OK – enough history. We all know Guinness creates
the archetypical example of the style and has put
Dublin, Ireland on the map as the undisputed home
of the stout. The real question is what can be done
locally to produce fine stouts?
Like with porter, our water is well suited to brew
stouts from water right out of the tap. One need only
remove the chlorine and/or chloramines from the
municipal water. Chlorine can be removed in one of
several ways. Letting your water sit uncovered over
(continued on page 13)
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night is a simple solution. Free Chlorine is very volatile
and will evaporate from the water as it sits. Adding a
Campden (Potassium Metabisulfite) tablet to your water is another way of removing Chlorine. One tablet
(0.5 g) will treat forty gallons of water.
Ready for some bad news? More and more water
treatment plants are adding chloramines to our water
supply. Chloramines are less volatile than free Chlorine
so it stays active in the water for a longer time. Chloramines are made by combining Chlorine and ammonia. Ready for some good news? Chloramines can be
removed with the use of a Campden tablet at the same
percentage above.
The easiest way to remove both Chlorine and chloramines from water is by use of an activated charcoal filter. These filters are inexpensive and can be found at
any home improvement center. Be sure and store you
carbon filter wet between use. Allowing the filter to dry
out between uses will greatly shorten the useful life of
the filter. The easiest way to store your filter is to remove it from the housing after use, put it in a large
Ziploc bag and store in the refrigerator. Do not store
the filter at room temperature as the wet media is a perfect breeding ground for molds and other bad nasties.
Roasted grains are use in a lager percentage than for
the porter style and are move evident ranging from evident to in-your-face. If making a sweet stout (also
known as a Milk Stout), an addition of unfermentable
lactose sugar will help the stout develop the sweetness
that defines the style.

The category of stout is fractured with five distinct subcategories: dry stout, sweet stout, oatmeal stout,
American stout and Russian imperial stout. No other
category in the BCJP has as many subcategories.
Dixie Cup XXIII (2006) had seventy entries in this
category with the following breakdown:
Dry Stout (13), Sweet Stout (6), Oatmeal Stout (12),
Foreign Extra Stout (10), American Stout (7), Russian
Imperial Stout (22)

Stout Statistics
Dry Stout
Stats: OG 1.036-1.050 FG 1.007-1.011 IBUs 30-45
SRM 25-40+ ABV 4-5%
Sweet Stout
Stats: OG 1.042-1056 FG 1010-1023 IBUs 25-40 SRM
30-40+ ABV 4-6%
Oatmeal Stout
Stats: OG 1.048 –1.065 FG 1.010-1.018 IBUs 25-40+
ABV 4.2-5.9%
Foreign Extra Stout
Stats: OG 1.056-1.075 FG 1.10-1.018 IBUs 30-70 ABV
5.5-8%
American Stout
Stats: OG 1.050-1.075 1.010-1.022 IBUs 35-75 SRM
30-40+ ABV 5-7%
Russian Imperial Stout
Stats: 1.075-1.095+ FG 1.018-1.030+ IBUs 50-90 SRM
30-40+ and ABV 8-12%

We need your help!
Want to recognize someone for
bringing homebrew (good homebrew), a food dish, helping out
above and beyond the call of duty
or just good comedy? E-mail the
editor so we can recognize them
and win Foam Ranger of the month.
The editor:
emilcampos@yahoo.com

Stout Mash
January 2007
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A note from the editor: Brewsletter
going electronic (mostly).
In an effort to save the club precious membership dollars and become more green, February will be the last
month to receive a mailed copy of the Brewsletter Urquell (as an individual member) unless you are a
sponsor, brew shop, etc.
If you are a member who does not have access to the
internet/e-mail you can check the box on the membership sign up form and pay an additional $5 per
year for a mailed copy of the Brewsletter Urquell (this
is not pro-rated).
At the cost of $1 per mailed copy (per month, yep $12
dollars a year) this fee will help offset the cost the club
pays every month to print, copy and mail. I hope
everybody continues to enjoy the wonderful bathroom
reader we call the Brewsletter Urquell.
Brewsletter Editor,
Emil Campos

In the beginning there was beer.
Page 14
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Burps
&
Farts
Hudec sighting. Jim
Youngmeyer poses
with James Hudec,
Brewmaster at Gordon Biersch, New
Orleans.
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Drink no evil, eat no evil, speak no evil.
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The Foam Rangers Homebrew Club
Brewsletter office
8715 Stella Link
Houston,
TX 77025
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The January club
meeting is:
8 p.m. Friday,
January 19th
at Defalco’s
I WANT TO BE SOMEBODY!
SIGN ME UP TO BECOME A MEMBER OF
THE FOAM RANGERS HOMEBREW CLUB!
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY/STATE/ZIP
HOME/WK PHONE
E-MAIL ADDRESS
AMOUNT PAID

New

Renewal

Change of Address

Add $5 for mailed hardcopy of the Brewsletter

Membership Fees: (per year) $25.00 Individual /$35.00 Family +Add $5 for Mailed copy of Brewsletter
Paid between December 1 & December 31st
$23.00 / $31.00 (Pay early and save)
Paid between January 1 & March 31
$25.00 / $35.00
Paid between April 1 & June 30
$22.50 / $31.25
Paid between July 1 & September 30
$20.00 / $27.50
Paid between October 1 & November 30
$25.00 / $35.00 (Includes next year)
Please make checks payable to: Foam Rangers
Bring this form (and your payment) to the next club meeting, drop it off at DeFalco’s or send it to:
The Foam Rangers, 8715 Stella Link, Houston, TX 77025-3401

